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          [image: Three students walk down the stairs from a mezzanine area. The two on the left are talking to each other. The one on the right is talking to another student at the bottom of the stairs. In the background, various other people can be seen working at tables with backpacks and laptops.]
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        The World of Textiles Awaits

                  
            It's a multibillion-dollar global industry that's integrated into everything we do — and you could drive the field's next big advancements.
          

                          
                                  

              

    

  




  
    




Leading the Way in Textiles Education




Textiles are all around us: from the playing field to the runway, shielding first responders from danger or even shoring up a human heart. At the Wilson College of Textiles, we teach you to apply textiles thinking to the grand challenges facing our world.




By the time you leave here, you’ll know there are thousands of ways to use what you’ve learned in a career that you’ll love. And because ours is the only college on this continent solely focused on textiles, our graduates are among the most sought-out anywhere.





Academics
Discover our wealth of undergraduate, graduate and K-12 programs — and all the places they can take you.






Research
See how our faculty blaze trails in textiles research and innovation to create a better world for everyone.
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                          Undergraduate

              

      	      	        From marketing and engineering to design and chemistry, our programs cover the full range of textile applications — and prepare you for any career. 
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                          Graduate

              

      	      	        Pursue your master’s degree or Ph.D. at a globally recognized destination for textiles innovation. 
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                          K-12

              

      	      	        Start exploring the possibilities of textiles through pre-college summer camps. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  



      

    

  







The Partner of Choice
NC State was built to create prosperity. Since 1899, the Wilson College of Textiles has shared that mission. As the only college in North America dedicated to textiles, we’re the destination of choice for anyone who needs textiles expertise — including some of the biggest brands on the planet.


Learn how we support industry
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                          TPACC Researchers Unveil “Game-changing” Technology to Test Firefighter Thermal Wear

              

      	      	        “Dynamic PyroMan” improves upon NC State’s 30-year-old manikin, providing a window into how thermal wear performs in flames. 
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                          Chemistry and Community: Undergraduate Students Gain Experience with the American Society of Textile Chemists and Colorists 

              

      	      	        The American Society of Textile Chemists and Colorists allows students at the Wilson College of Textiles to develop a network of like-minded peers and increase their confidence in pursuing STEM careers. 
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                          Textiles Alumna Built Community, Real-World Skills in 3+X Program

              

      	      	        Wilson College of Textiles alumna Yi Ding is now an associate professor at Donghua University in Shanghai. Read how she got her start in the 3+X program.  
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  

      

    

  







March is Women’s History Month
Meet our innovators and history makers that made history here at the Wilson College of Textiles.


Find out more
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        Day of Giving is coming up on March 20 and we thought we’d show you a little window into all the things we love at #NCStateWilson! Head to the link in bio to find out more ways you can participate in #GivingPack!
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        Going from student to alumna to faculty (and now a department head, too) Sasha Ormond (B.S. PCC ‘07 , Ph.D. FPS ‘12 ) has been vetted as a prime advice giver – so listen up!

“Get out of your research lab, join a professional development program, network with people, go to conferences. There’s so much out there and you only know what you’re exposed to. If you get out there and meet people you’ll learn more and be exposed to things that will shape who you are,” she says.

Head to the link in bio to read more about Ormond’s experience and how she found a passion for teaching.
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        🪡🎶 Textile design students just wanna have FUN🎶🪡

From screen printing in FTD 374 to producing dye lab skeins, these designers are gaining hands on experience and coming up with unique creations!

Swipe along to see what they’ve been up too!
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        Happy International Women’s Day to all the #NCStateWilson women out there! Today we’re shouting out a few who impact and empower us! We hope you’ll take a moment to recognize and appreciate all the amazing women around the Wilson College of Textiles!
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        We are bridging accessibility gaps in the fashion studio! 🪡🌟

FTM student Kaleb Spivey turned obstacles into opportunities when he faced accessibility challenges with the sewing machines in the fashion studio due to not having use of his legs.

Thanks to a collaboration between his instructor Keysi Barrios and lab technicians Sam Pearce and Tri Vu, a 3D-printed hand pedal device made with a 3D download from @movingmood now enables Kaleb and others to use the machines seamlessly.

Learn more about how Wilson College of Textiles staff are making fashion studio spaces more accessible at the 🔗 in our bio!
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        Almost a quarter of the way through 2024 and here are some #NCStateWilson Ins and Outs!

Let us know what yours are below!
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        Hey Wilson! Where’s your favorite place to study?

Textile engineer major Lucy Caraballo prefers to settle on the fourth floor of Hunt Library and enjoy the skyline and Lake Raleigh views it has to offer! 🌅

Lainey Volz, a fashion and textile design major with a concentration in fashion design, loves Cup A Joe with a yummy drink to keep her motivated while studying! ☕️
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        Some #NCStateWilson student orgs stopped by UNIFI, a textile manufacturing plant working hard on sustainability! They saw first hand how UNIFI turns recycled plastic bottles into sustainable fibers and yarns!

Swipe through to see some of their fun!
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        It’s all about networking and the #NCStateWilson career fair was the perfect place to do that!
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                          Visit Our College

              

      	      	        Take an in-person or virtual tour of the college you’ll call home: a bustling, high-tech hub on NC State’s Centennial Campus.
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              Email Sign Up

            
                  Sign up for our newsletter and get the latest news and updates from Wilson College delivered to your inbox.
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      Mar
      20
    

    
      
                  Wednesday
              

      Day of Giving for the Wilson College of Textiles

    

  



  
    
      Mar
      20
    

    
      
                  Wednesday3:00 PM
              

      Textiles Day of Giving Community Social

    

  



  
    
      Mar
      28
    

    
      
                  Thursday6:00 PM
              

      Reception for 1973 and 1974 Textiles Graduates

    

  



      

    

  



  

                        
                
            
        
                            
  
    
      
        
          

        

                  Wilson College of Textiles
                Home
      
    


    
      North Carolina State University

1020 Main Campus Drive

Raleigh, NC 27606



              
          919.515.6640
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